Article 1 - A Goldmine of Recruiting Data
If you recruit by receiving emails then you likely have an untapped goldmine of talent and recruiting data that is siloed
within your email program, which is difficult to access and to manage the data effectively.
The only way to unlock that data easily, quickly, and inexpensively is to use an e-Recruitment Solution!
Screening candidate details effectively from emailed applications is difficult when you have one job vacancy, but when
you have more than one job it is just too hard! People often resort unbelievably to printing out all resumes, or using an
in house process of spreadsheets which is just all too time consuming, and could be said to be recruiting in the dark
ages!

Nowadays you can have an e-Recruitment solution up and running in minutes, removing all of those pain points in your
recruiting process and obtaining the following benefits.













No need to receive an emailed application again!
Turn your website into your own jobs board
No need to do any recruiting administrative work prior to candidate screening
Start reviewing your applicants instantly
React quicker to your business recruiting needs
Easily and quickly find talent within your own talent pool database
Mitigate the need for external recruiters
Obtain better hiring outcomes
Fills some vacancies in 10 minutes
Save recruiters 2 hours per day of their time
Reduce advertising spend by 50%
Overall save 60% of your present recruiting spend!

An e-Recruitment solution will manage all incoming applications from your sourcing channels, automatically assigning
them against each job vacancy, setting up an applicant card, and providing a multitude of recruiting functions and tools
to significantly help in speeding up your recruiting and making you so efficient in your recruiting you could outperform
any agency any day in a tenth of the time!
To learn more and try a free trial:
www.ASAPRecruit.com.au
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